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Breaking News

Cosmoprof NA Opens on August 29th
CPNA's 18th edition includes CosmoTalks, a new CBD Beauty section, 'Ready to Beauty' and more.

08.26.21

Cosmoprof North America, the leading b2b beauty trade show in the Americas, will host its 18th edition August 29th - 31st at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center in Las Vegas.

This year, a special area will be dedicated to CBD Beauty, and there will be a larger "Green Village" area featuring sustainable solutions.  

NOTE: Everything you need to know—plus our discount code to register. 

The show's three main sections are also returning—

Cosmetics & Personal Care—finished products for skincare, personal care, fragrances, make-up, and organic and natural beauty, presented by the best companies worldwide

Cosmopack—dedicated entirely to raw materials and ingredients, private label and contract manufacturing, primary and secondary packaging, machinery, and solutions for the
private line or a brand seeking innovative formulas and packaging options, or a complete full service, this section takes cosmetics brands from concept to creation.

Professional Beauty— for the professional channel, with hair care, accessories, and furnishings for hair salons, beauty salons and spas, of specific interest for local and intern

The show will also feature CosmoTrends, the annual report on beauty trends written by international trend agency BeautyStreams, featuring the most innovative products from exhibito 
show. It will also be presented during a CosmoTalks conference.
'Readiness is the New Green' Cosmoprof N

 
A collaborated with Ready to Beauty on 'Readiness is the New Green,' an economic data study on the business of mu 

multicultural beauty.

As an extension of this data study and a direct result of responses from it, Ready to Beauty, along with Cosmoprof North America, is announcing the formation of a soon-to-launch nat 
& emerging Black/African American beauty entrepreneurs and brands.

Additionally, founder & managing director of Ready to Beauty, Corey Huggins, will curate the sixth edition of the Tones of Beauty showcase. It will focus on Black and Brown brands to 
entrepreneurs and brands.
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